STRAIGHTENING & CUT TO
LENGTH MACHINERY

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH TECHNLOGY

Clifford Machines & Technology has a proud tradition of almost 50 years of producing
affordable, reliable, innovative and productive capital equipment to markets throughout
the world.
Our core customer philosophy is to create meaningful and mutually beneficial
relationships with our customers and enter into long term sustainable partnerships
engendering trust, respect, growth, and profitability. Many of our customers who have
joined the Clifford Family have rewarded our focus to this philosophy by ordering
multiple machines from us over the years.

INNOVATION
Advanced straightening
Low power consumption
Quick set up times
Multiple configurations
Online system monitoring

ENGINEERING
Modular design
Upgradeable
Robust construction
Continuous production
Low maintenance

FLEXIBILITY
Component tracability
Remote diagnostics
Worldwide technical service
Full documentation & manuals

SUPPORT

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH TECHNLOGY

Clifford's straighteners offer straight

and accurate cuttolength products at industry
leading speeds.
Capable of being able to cut black,
galvanised, ribbed and stainless steel wire
with innovative solutions to eliminate wire
marking, the Clifford straightener represents
the pinnacle of technology.

Both spinner and roller type straightening
technologies are available with Clifford
straighteners. Intuitive set up design means
that product changeovers are simple and fast
with limited down time ensuring production
efficiency.

Cut length accuracy is critical in certain
applications and with the use of innovative
flying shear technology coupled with accurate
length measuring equipment, Clifford is able
to produce industry leading cut length
accuracy.

Clifford

straightening and cuttolength machines have
been providing the industry with straight wire from diameters
of 1.6mm to 12mm with speeds in excess of 300m per minute.
As a further option, Clifford has further integrated the rolling
function into their straightening and cutting lines allowing the
industrialist to cold roll ribbed wire from hot rolled coil and
achieve straightened and cut to length wire rolled wire from
4mm to16mm at speeds of up to 400 metres per minute.

The Clifford design philosophy of
ensuring flexibility through various
modules means that you can
structure your machine according
to your requirements.
Various payoff options mean that
the raw material can be presented
as layer wound or dead block
coils or in spools.

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH TECHNLOGY

Clifford has various optional
add on modules which can
improve the quality of cut wire,
efficiency of production and
changeover, and material handling
such as.








Floor mounted collector
End alignment system
Batch bundling station
Single or dual lane straightening
wire oiling systems
Exchangeable spinner assemblies to cover a
larger diameter range with the same machine
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1.6mm
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up to 300m/minute

up to 400m/minute
less than 1%

Please note that all product specifications, technical data and pictures within this brochure may change due to continued improvement to our
machines.
If your product requirement is outside the stated figures within this brochure, please contact us to find out how your product can be
accommodated.
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